
Karma is a counter top, soft serve, ice cream 
and frozen yoghurt machine. 

An ideal unit for customers looking for a machine 
with a small footprint without compromising on 
capacity and quality.

The Karma is manufactured in Italy and is available 
as a gravity or pump system.



Also available with
refrigerating gas R290

Latest technology makes the Karma extremely quiet and produces a high overrun for its size.

Its performance is enhanced by the chilled hopper ensuring the product enters the freezing 
chamber already chilled. With the 2.3 litres in the freezing chamber and 7 litres in the hopper, 
the Karma can produce 150 cones (60g) an hour (9 kg) or 100 x 90g cones an hour.

The Karma has 3 settings for product consistency, minimum level control indicator light and 
defrost/night mode. Initial production time takes 15-20 minutes with ambient product and 
under 10 minutes when the product is chilled. 

1. Capacitive board
2. Led lighting system
3. Minimum level warning light
4. Automatic defrost mode
5. Consistency control system
6. Excellent price/quality ratio
7. Customisable dispensing lever 
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No. of hoppers

No. of flavours

Capacity- L

Preparation system 

Cooling system

Dispensing quantity

Control board

Refrigerant gas

Dimensions cm (W x L x H)

Net weight Kg

Voltage

Power consumption watt /AMP

Defrost

KARMA
GRAVITY

KARMA
PUMP

1

1 

7.0 in the hopper 
2.3 in the freezing cylinder

gravity feeding system

air

150 cones (9 kg/h)

capacitive

R 404 a / R 290 - 0.29 Kg

35.7 x 52.12 x 64.75

70

230/50

1000/4.8 

automatic

1

1 

7.0 in the hopper        
2.3 in the freezing cylinder

pump feeding system   

air

150 cones (9 kg/h)

capacitive

R 404 a / R 290 - 0.29 Kg

35.7 x 52.12 x 65.75

75

230/50

1050/4.8

automatic
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